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In this work we extend earlier findings that optically small and randomly oriented ovaloids extinguish 

more radiation than equal volume spheres [1], to differential cross-sections. Rather than working with the 

normalized phase function as is typically done in radiative transfer and in remote sensing, we compute 

absolute un-normalized differential scattering cross-sections C scatt ( θ ) and show that for optically small 

to moderate size parameters, not only does the integrated extinction by randomly oriented spheroids 

C ext ( θ ) exceed that of equal volume spheres but it does so at each scattering angle ( θ ). Furthermore, at 

each θ , the effect is monotonic with the aspect ratio ( AR ) and its magnitude is appreciable for realistic 

refraction indices of terrestrial aerosols. Spherical shape optimality holds for absorption cross-sections 

as well. Absorption is not only volume-dependent but increases substantially with asphericity, rising by 

two orders of magnitude near resonant lines. We also compare the asymmetry parameter ( g ) and single 

scattering albedo ( ω 0 ) of randomly oriented spheroids to that of equal volume spheres and find that 

while the dependence of the ratios on the axis ratio is monotonic, change of either sign is possible, 

depending on the index of refraction. Ice in the microwave and quartz in the thermal IR are used to 

illustrate applications in atmospheric remote sensing. 

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

In an earlier work in this journal we reported that opti-

ally small-to-moderate and randomly oriented ovaloids extinguish

ore radiation than equal volume spheres [1] . The plausibility

f this result was argued on purely geometrical grounds, via the

soperimetric property of the sphere (least area at a given volume).

his can be illustrated by a spheroidal surface area, normalized by

hat of an equal volume sphere (denoted S r ), regarded as a func-

ion of the aspect ratio [1] . Such scaled surface area is given by

 r = ( 1 / 2 ) 
(
1 − e 2 

)−1 / 3 + ( 1 / 4 e ) 
(
1 − e 2 

)2 / 3 
ln [ ( 1 + e ) / ( 1 − e ) ] 

(1) 

here e 2 ≡ 1 − ( c/a ) 2 for oblate spheroids, and 

 r = ( 1 / 2 ) 
(
1 − e 2 

)1 / 3 + ( 1 / 2 e ) 
(
1 − e 2 

)−1 / 6 
sin 

−1 
( e ) (2) 
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail addresses: kostinsk@mtu.edu (A.B. Kostinski), yevgeny.derimian@univ- 

ille.fr (Y. Derimian). 
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for prolate spheroids. Both functions are

onotonic and smooth, with a minimum at the spherical value of

 = 1 . 

In [1] , we argued that although extinction by the optically

mall particle (low frequency or Rayleigh) is rooted in electrostat-

cs, geometry still causes, for a given particle volume, the least

rientation-average dipole moment to occur for the spherical sur-

ace. We refer the reader to [1–5] for the relevant literature survey

nd pose here the follow-up question: How do randomly-oriented

ptically small to moderately sized spheroids compare to equal

olume spheres with regards to the angular distribution of scat-

ering, that is, differential scattering cross-sections? For the sake of

larity we shall confine the discussion and calculation to the case

f unpolarized radiation throughout this paper. This question of

on-spherical shape and its impact on scattering is, of course, not

ew and has been explored by many researchers, e.g., [6–8] but

ur constraints are somewhat different. 

. Optimality of the spherical shape holds for all directions 

hen suitably compared 

One might reasonably expect the answer to the question just

osed above to be intricately angle-dependent. Indeed, spheroidal
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Fig. 1. Relative differential scattering cross-section of randomly oriented spheroids, normalized by those of equal volume sphere. The real ( n = 1 . 78 ) and imaginary 

( k = 2 . 07 × 10 −4 ) parts of the refractive index are for ice at λ = 1 mm. These curves show that optically small spheroids scatter more than equal volume spheres [1] not only 

in total but also for each scattering direction: e.g., see panel (a) where all curves are above unity. Panel (b) is size beyond the Rayleigh region. As the particle asphericity 

increases, the effect becomes monotonically more pronounced at all angles. These results may appear to counter many of the literature reports that size-distributed spheroid 

mixtures scatter more than spheres at some angles but not others, e.g., Fig. 3 , p. D11208 of [6] . However, there is no discrepancy as our results are for the absolute (un- 

normalized) differential cross-sections of optically small to moderately-sized particles. 
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models have been studied thoroughly e.g., [6–8] and intricate pat-

terns have been reported as comparative phase function plots, e.g.,

the phase matrix element P 11 vs. the scattering angle diagrams. Di-

vision by the total cross-section normalizes the traditional phase

function to unity which is eminently reasonable, given the proba-

bility interpretation, i.e., a photon has to scatter somewhere. Fur-

thermore, given practical remote sensing constrains on retrievals,

working with the normalized phase function is convenient. Note,

however, that our question is about the direct problem of com-

paring absolute scattering intensities of randomly oriented particles

of the same volume but of different shapes. In order to properly

enforce the equal volume constraint, one must adhere to the dif-

ferential scattering cross-section interpretation, implying that the

integral over all angles must add up to the total cross-section.

But, at a fixed volume, the total cross-section attains minimum for

the spherical shape as was shown in the earlier paper [1] . There-

fore, for proper comparison, for each shape the integral of the un-

normalized phase function over all solid angles must add up to the

total cross-section for that shape. 

Because earlier work [1] showed that, given the same volume,

the spheroids scatter more than spheres in total, the question can

be rephrased as: how is the spherical deficit distributed over all di-

rections? Calculations presented here show that optically small to

moderate spheroids scatter more than spheres not just in total but

for all angles individually . Furthermore, the angular spherical deficit

increases monotonically with increasing asphericity at all angles. 

To compute the differential cross-sections for small to moder-

ate size parameters x = 2 π r/λ ( r is the radius of equal-volume

sphere), we used the T-matrix method, adapted for oblate and pro-

late spheroids. This computational technique, conceived by Water-

man and developed by Mishchenko is also known as the extended

boundary technique method (EBCM), e.g. [7] . Specifically, the com-

putations were conducted using a code created for simulation of

optical properties of non-spherical particles [6] using the updated

version [9,10] , which provides an exact solution for electromag-

netic scattering by randomly oriented spheroids. For internal con-

sistency checks, the calculations for spheres were conducted using

the same T-matrix code, but setting the axis ratio to one. 

We begin with the typical dielectric values (n denotes the real

and k the imaginary part of the refractive index, respectively) char-

acteristic of cloud ice particles in the microwave region (1 mm),

e.g., [11] , pp.167-9. Fig. 1 shows the relative scattering cross-section

C scatt vs. the scattering angle θ (panels a and b). The adjective

“relative” throughout this paper refers to the ratio of the rele-
ant quantity for randomly oriented spheroids to that of an equal-

olume sphere. Thus, relative C scatt , exceeding unity is indicative

f spheroids scattering more than spheres at that particular angle.

he axis ratio AR for spheroids is defined as AR ≡ a / b where a and b

re the axis of rotational symmetry and axis, normal to the axis of

otational symmetry, respectively. Recall that an prolate spheroid

s generated by rotating ellipse about its major axis ( a ) whereas in

he oblate case the ellipse is rotated about the minor axis (still a ). 

While Fig. 1 gives an impression that the asphericity effect

s small, it is not so for many ubiquitous refraction indices, e.g.,

hose typical of quartz in the thermal infrared (TIR). This is illus-

rated in Fig. 2 where in addition to the curve for ice, the quartz

alculations are shown. Note that the quartz is birefringent and

e use the refraction data for the extraordinary quartz (quartz E,

or short) [12] merely for illustrative purposes. The two panels of

ig. 2 correspond to the two size parameters (small and moder-

te) and demonstrate the large magnitude of the effect for the TIR

ndices of quartz [13] . The axial ratio is kept at the relatively mod-

st value of 2 but its effect in TIR exceeds a factor of 3. The con-

lusion holds for both size parameters. Furthermore, we note that,

ompared to the Rayleigh regime ( x = 0 . 07 ), the spheroidal access

n scattering at x = 0 . 2 (panel b) is more pronounced so implica-

ions of asphericity for remote sensing can be significant. This is

llustrated with the sizes of 0.1 and 0.3 microns, representing the

ne mode aerosol particles, present in mineral dust and affecting

erosol optical characteristics in TIR, e.g, [14] , see p. 238. 

In order to extend our findings to total extinction we now turn

o absorption. The frequently made statement that absorption de-

ends only on volume is not accurate. For example, absorption de-

ends on how the total suspension volume is dispersed (i.e., dis-

ributed in particle size), that is it depends on the size distribu-

ion of particles, particularly for broad distributions, e.g., see [15] .

imilarly, at a given volume, the absorption amount depends on

article shape. Even the sign of the effect depends on material

roperties and was the subject of some debate, e.g., see [16] and

8] concerning dielectric vs. ionic optically small ellipsoidal parti-

les. Therefore, we extend the calculations to optically moderate

izes and three different refraction regions in order to explore the

nterplay between asphericity and material properties. 

As in Fig. 2 , our three illustrative examples are for ice in the mi-

rowave (1 mm) and quartz E in the TIR at 8.86 μm and at 9.33 μm,

racketing the quartz E resonance line as explored in prior work on

odeling dust properties, [14] , p. 231, Fig. 2 therein, panel d). The

eal and imaginary parts of the refractive index for the three λs
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Fig. 2. Relative differential scattering cross-section for ice and quartz. Plot of the relative differential scattering cross-section C scatt as in Fig. 1 but contrasting material 

refraction. The axis ratio kept at 2. Panels (a) and (b) have the size parameters of x ≡2 π r / λ = 0 . 07 and 0.2, respectively. The real ( n ) and imaginary ( k ) parts of the three 

refractive indices are shown in the legends and are as follows: n = 1 . 78 and k = 2 . 07 × 10 −4 at λ = 1 mm (ice), n = 0 . 16 and k = 3 . 1 at 8.86 microns and n = 7 . 4 and k = 0 . 66 

at 9.33 microns (quartz E). In the thermal IR, impact of asphericity extends to > 300%. 

Fig. 3. Relative absorption cross-section versus the axis ratio for the three different sets of material properties. The magnitude of the aspericity effect for the dotted 

violet curve in the thermal IR is several hundred percent. For the prolate spheroids of axis ratio of 3, asphericity deficit increases from a factor of 80 to beyond 100 as the 

size parameter changes to 0.2 (panel b). 
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re: n = 1 . 78 , k = 2 . 07 × 10 −4 ; n = 0 . 16 , k = 3 . 1 , n = 7 . 4 , k = 0 . 66 ,

espectively. 

Fig. 3 shows that the asphericity-caused increase is monotonic

ith the aspect ratio for both size parameters and extends beyond

he Rayleigh region (panel b). Evidently, absorption and extinction

o not depend solely on particle volume. Furthermore, not only is

he asphericity important but it can be dominant, e.g. going from

 factor of 60 to beyond 100 for the axial ratio of 3 as the size

arameter changes from 0.07 to 0.2. Thus, the impact of asphericity

s sensitive to the index of refraction changes near resonances as

n the TIR sensing of aerosols. 

The optical depth τ depends linearly on the extinction cross-

ection and, hence, on asphericity. In order to gain an intuitive ap-

reciation for the broader effect of asphericity on climatic radiative

ransfer, we turn to the two variables arising in a self-similar solu-

ion: e.g., in the expressions for, say, scaled optical depth (1 − g) τ
nd semi-infinite medium albedo, e.g, see [17] and also [18,19] .

hese are the asymmetry parameter g , defined as the average co-

ine of the scattering angle, weighted by the phase function P ( θ )
17,20] 

 ≡ 〈 cos (θ ) 〉 = 

1 

2 

∫ π

0 

cos θP (θ ) sin θdθ (3)

nd the single scattering albedo ω 0 (the ratio of scattering to total

xtinction, ω 0 ≡σ scatt / σ ext ). Recall that we treat the phase func-

ions P ( θ ) as the differential cross-sections in the first two figures

o that they integrate out to their respective total cross-sections. 
Again, we define and calculate g and ω 0 in the relative sense,

hat is, normalized by the same quantity for the equal-volume

pheres. 

g spheroid 

g sphere 
≡ 〈 cos (θ ) 〉 spheroid 

〈 cos (θ ) 〉 sphere , (4) 

nd 

 0 ,spheroid /ω 0 ,sphere ≡
σscat t ,sphere 

σscat t ,spheroid 

/ 
σext,sphere 

σext,spheroid 

(5) 

The results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 versus the aspect ratio.

onsider the optically small particle (the Rayleigh region) shown

n panel (a) of Fig. 4 . For the red curve (i), representative of con-

entional dielectric refraction, the absolute asymmetry is small ( g ∼
0 −3 ) and not shown but remains positive (slightly more scattering

orward) while the relative asymmetry (left panel) of the spheroids

s above unity. The absolute asymmetry is still small in case of size

arameter of 0.2 but increases to almost g ∼ 10 −2 and again re-

ains positive (preference for scattering forward) while the rel-

tive asymmetry (right panel) of the spheroids is above unity.

his means that randomly oriented spheroids scatter proportion-

lly more forward than do equal volume spheres, the excess over

he spherical value increasing monotonically as AR increases. The

ituation is different in the case (ii) of the dashed green curve,

epresenting the thermal infrared: the absolute asymmetry is still

mall: g ∼ 10 −3 , (left panel) and g ∼ 10 −2 (right panel), and posi-

ive but the relative asymmetry is below unity: spheroids scatter

orward less than the spheres. Case (iii) of the dotted violet curve
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Fig. 4. Relative asymmetry parameter g rel versus the axis ratio (AR) for the three different sets of material properties. a) Rayleigh region of optically small particles. As 

expected, symmetric phase functions yield g = 0 and relative g = 1 at AR = 1. The monotonic increase in g rel with AR is also evident as well as the sign change of g rel − 1 

between the ice/microwaves and the quartz in TIR. In contrast to the microwave scattering by ice, in TIR optically small as well as moderate (panel b) quartz ovaloids scatter 

more towards the backward hemisphere than do equal volume spheres as detailed in text. The calculated patterns are robust in the optically small-to-moderate size region 

and hardly any change is discernible as size parameter changes from 0.07 to 0.2. 

Fig. 5. Relative Single Scattering Albedo ω 0 versus the axis ratio for the three different sets of material properties. Only results for the size parameter 0.2 are shown 

because ω 0 is exceedingly small for the size parameter of 0.07 as absorption dominates scattering in this case. Right panel explores ( ω 0 − 1 ) as detailed in text. 
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(thermal infrared at slightly higher than the resonant frequency)

is different yet: the absolute asymmetry (not shown) is near zero

but switches sign: spheroids and spheres scatter more backwards,

reminiscent of the magnetic dipole pattern [21] . To that end, we

remark that the recently discovered importance of the magnetic

dipole moment in the scattering by optically small purely dielectric

particles, [22] remains unexplored in atmospheric physics. Return-

ing to case (iii) of Fig. 4 , the relative asymmetry is below unity so

that spheres scatter a larger fraction of radiation backward than do

equal volume random collections of spheroids. The pattern of the

three cases persists in panel b), despite a 3-fold increase in the size

parameter. 

The same three cases are examined in Fig. 5 with respect to

the single scattering albedo (SSA, ω 0 ). It is seen that the relative

ω 0 flips from a maximum to a minimum at the spherical shape,

depending on the optical properties. The absolute values of ω 0 are

not shown in the figure but vary as follows from spherical to max-

imal spheroidal value: 0.918 to 0.917 for the red curve; 0.143 to

0.269 for the green curve; 0.162 to 0.165 for the violet curve. Note

that the quantitatively significant differences in SSA vs. the axis ra-

tio occur, for the size parameter of 0.2, in the TIR regime where

SSA is only about 15% to 20% so that total extinction is still domi-

nated by absorption. 
Why does the relative single scattering albedo switch from the

pherical maximum in the microwave to the minimum in the ther-

al infrared? Spheroids exceed equal-volume spheres in scattering

s well as in absorption so when it comes to a ratio, this flip is

 result of a competition of the two effects. The right panel of

ig. 5 examines this competition via a simple perturbation argu-

ent applied to Eq. (5) . For optically small to moderately-sized

articles, σ scatt < < σ ext so that the numerator and the denomi-

ator in the above equation are both slightly larger than unity

nd monotonic. Therefore, the relative ω 0 can be expanded as

 0 ,spheroid /ω 0 ,sphere ≡ (1 + δ) / (1 + ε) ≈ 1 + (δ − ε) . The latter ex-

ression is plotted vs. the axis ratio in the right panel of Fig. 5 .

ence, in thermal IR, for moderately small spheroids, the aspheric-

ty impact on scattering ( δ) overtakes that of absorption ( ε), ren-
ering the spherical value a minimum. 

. Concluding remarks 

This work extends earlier findings that randomly oriented, op-

ically small to moderately-sized spheroids extinguish more radia-

ion than equal volume spheres [1] , to differential cross-sections.

ather than working with the normalized phase function, we

omputed absolute (un-normalized) differential scattering cross-
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ections C scatt ( θ ) and showed that for optically small to moder-

te size parameters, not only does the extinction by randomly ori-

nted spheroids C ext ( θ ) exceed that of equal volume spheres in to-

al but at each scattering angle ( θ ) as well. Additionally, the effect

s monotonic with the aspect ratio and its magnitude is apprecia-

le for terrestrial aerosols in TIR. 

Bounds on optimal shapes can be useful, e.g., in the geo-

etrical optics limit (optically large particles) twice the geomet-

ic cross-section is a good approximation to the total extinction

ross-section. When this is used with the Cauchy theorem that

rientation-averaged cross-sectional area of an ovaloid equals 1/4

f its surface area, the geometrical limit implies that spherical to-

al cross-sections are the least for any randomly oriented convex

articles of equal volume [23] . In absolute terms, whether optically

arge or small, convex aspherical particles extinguish more energy

han their equal-volume spherical counterparts. This is also true

or scattering in a differential sense. Furthermore, the effect, for

ome materials, be an order of magnitude even for a rather mod-

st axis ratio of 2. 

Realistic situations usually involve a distribution of aerosol sizes

nd broadband radiation. To that end, it would be useful to ex-

end our considerations to a range of sizes or wavelengths. Let us,

herefore, remark on spectrally integrated extinction. For spherical

articles, spectrally integrated cross-section is given by ( [24] ) 

 ∞ 

0 

C ext (λ) dλ = 4 π3 a 3 
(

ε(0) − 1 

ε(0) + 2 

)
(6)

nd, remarkably, it involves only the static dielectric constant, be-

ause of the Kramers–Kronig relations. For randomly oriented el-

ipsoidal particles, the integrated extinction has the same form as

qn. (6) but with the pre-factor which depends on the three depo-

arization factors [25] , L i s. Specifically, using the non-magnetic case

n Eqs. (2.11) and (4.1) of [25] the relative integrated extinction of

pheroids (the integrated extinction of spheroid divided by that of

phere) can be written as 

 ∞ 

0 

C ext ( λ) dλ| rel = 

(
1 

1+ χL 1 
+ 

1 
1+ χL 2 

+ 
1 

1+ χL 3 

)
3 

1+ χ/ 3 

. (7) 

here the over-bar signifies orientation averaging and χ is the

usceptibility. This expression is identical to the expression for

elative orientation-averaged polarizability and the right-hand-side

lways exceeds unity with the minimum at the spherical value [1] .

hus, the extinction, integrated over all frequencies, for an ellip-

oidal particle exceeds that of an equal-volume sphere. 

Of course, at some size parameters, near certain Mie reso-

ances, in particular, the relative extinction can drop below unity

nd the spheres optimality may not hold (Fig. 4 in [1] ). In realistic

tmospheric applications, where averaging over particles size and

spect ratio is required, such dips induce variations of the spectral

haracteristics, e.g., see (Fig. 8 in [26] ) but the shape effect remains

ronounced for the integrated optical characteristics [26] as would

e suggested by the frequency-integrated results above. 

The magnitude of the absorption dependence on particle shape

s shown to depend rather sensitively on complex refractive index

ear the resonances. Although frequently neglected, the absorption

ependence on particle shape is seen to be important for airborne

ineral dust observations in TIR. 

We conclude with a few remarks concerning the random orien-

ation assumption. Settling dust particles in a relatively calm air

laminar flow) orient preferentially, experience greater drag and

tay aloft longer, e.g., see [27] . This is also true for ice crystals

nd glints from such horizontally oriented tiny mirrors have re-

ently been detected a million miles away [28,29] . Nevertheless,

ven in such cases the random orientation perspective can yield

seful results. Indeed, most aerosols, although aspherical, are ir-
egularly shaped. Suspensions of such irregularly shaped particles

an be represented by a collection of particles whose polarizabil-

ty and resistence tensors are multiples of unity, e.g., [30] . For ex-

mple, a cube has a settling speed (and EM dipole moment) in-

ependent of orientation. Thus, the cube’s low frequency electro-

agnetic and aerodynamic responses are independent of orienta-

ion and, alternatively, of incident direction and polarization. In ad-

ition to platonic solids, [1] , the set of such shapes includes any

articles with three mutually orthogonal axes of symmetry, e.g.,

runcated cubes, Archimedean solids, mutually perpendicular wire

riplets (jacs), etc. 
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